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Declutter your home & boost your bottom line in three steps

Clutter can be stressful. Whether it’s piles of mail on your kitchen table or a garage full of junk you’ll never use, a messy living space makes most of us feel disorganized. And if you don’t address it early, you may reach a point where it’s hard to even know where to start.

The good news is that anyone can declutter their home and—bonus!—make a little cash on the side as a result. We broke the process down into three steps. Check it out:

Step 1: Prioritize
Are you still holding onto your kids’ toys even though they’re fully grown? Do you keep your favorite magazines from the 90s just in case you decide to revisit them some day?

The first step to decluttering your home is deciding what you need. If you use something now, definitely plan to use it in the future, or if it’s something sentimental that you truly can’t live without, keep it. Otherwise, it has to go (be ruthless!).

Step 2: Downsize
After you decide what goes, you’ll need to start the process of downsizing your home. This step is a true test of your commitment. After all, it’s one thing to say you’ll get rid of something, it’s another to actually do it!

If your load is fairly small, you may be able to handle it yourself without a problem. If you’re putting together a major haul of used items, ask a family member or friend to help box them up. Not only will this make downsizing go faster, you’ll have emotional support in case you’re parting with meaningful things from your past. You never know what kind of memories or feelings it may bring up.

Step 3: Monetize
This is the part where you get rewarded for your hard work! There’s an interested buyer for just about anything online, so take advantage of Internet resources such as Craig’s List, eBay and Facebook Marketplace.

If you’d rather try to bulk-sell as opposed to writing descriptions and photographing each and every item, have a yard sale. You’ll get rid of your junk and make a buck at the same time.
Believe it or not, it’s entirely possible to save money on food and maintain a healthy diet. Yes, it’s true that Whole Foods tends to be fairly expensive while fast food chains are extremely cheap, but that doesn’t make it impossible to buy food you want without breaking the bank. Here’s how you can do it:

1. Don’t shop hungry.
If you don’t want to blow up your receipt with random snacks you would normally never buy, then try to only shop on a full stomach. You’ll only purchase what you need.

2. Check your pantry.
Ever wind up with three containers of the same mustard? Inventory your pantry and fridge before you head to the store to avoid duplicate purchases.

3. Take advantage of coupons, discounts, and sales.
Look at what deals are available and then plan your shopping trip to take advantage of those savings. You can find coupons in your local newspaper, on the store’s website, or through various apps.

4. Plan ahead.
Make a shopping list and with your coupons in mind. Avoid buying anything not on the list to keep costs down. Bonus benefit: planning means you’ll save time later when deciding what to make for dinner.

5. Compare prices.
Your local store may sell three versions of the same product. Make sure you compare the costs before you buy. Likewise, if you have multiple grocery stores in your area, figure out which one has the best deals on the stuff you buy most often.

6. Compare weight and numbers.
Match up the price of an item with its corresponding weight or amount. For example, it might be cheaper to buy a pack of 10 granola bars for $5, but it is a better deal to buy 20 bars for $8?

If you live near a “warehouse club” retailer like Costco, you’ll likely find big savings on groceries. The only downside is you have to pay for a membership, but the cost is usually off-set by the amount you save over the year.
Remember the excitement of walking into the first day of school with brand new pens, pencils and notebooks? Help at-risk students at The Foundation Schools experience the same joy by donating essential school supplies.

SCHOOL SUPPLY WISH LIST:
Pencils • Pens (Black and Blue Ink) • Colored Pencils • Binders
Notebooks • Markers and Highlighters • Crayons • 3x5 Index Cards
Backpacks • Rulers • Dual Pocket Folders • Calculators • Zippered Pencil Cases • Subject Dividers

DROP-OFF LOCATIONS:
Largo Branch
9800 Technology Way
Largo, Md 20774
College Park Branch
6107 Greenbelt Road
College Park, Md 20740

SCHOOL SUPPLIES WILL BE COLLECTED FROM AUGUST 1ST TO SEPTEMBER 1ST
THE **DO’S AND DON’TS OF PREPARING FOR SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS**

Social Security is like a return on a (very) long-term investment. For decades, you contribute money from your paycheck so that you can receive payments when you retire.

If retirement is drawing nearer and you’re like the other 61 million Americans who rely on this government-backed system, you’ll need to know how to make the most of your money. With that in mind, here are some do’s and don’ts to follow as you prepare to start collecting Social Security:

**DO**

**…Calculate your expected benefits (and expenses)**
Retirement is not the time to be surprised by your finances. Without your normal stream of income, you’ll want to know exactly how much you can expect from Social Security every month. How do you figure that out? The Social Security website provides calculators to estimate your earnings.

While you should also add up other sources of income that you’ll be receiving from your retirement plan or investments, you need to plan for new expenses as well. Enrolling in Medicare? You may be on the hook for a monthly premium.

**…Estimate your life expectancy**
Let’s be honest—anticipating when you’ll die is no one’s idea of a fun time. However, to maximize Social Security, it’s helpful to figure out at what age you should start collecting.

You’re able to receive reduced benefits as early as 62. But if you’re healthy and have parents who lived long lives, you might want to wait until your full retirement age, which varies depending on when you were born.

For more on how the government calculates pay-outs based on age, check out their benefits planner.

**DON’T**

**…Retire before you’re ready**
Some people can’t wait to wrap up their career to spend more time with family or hit the road in an RV. Others, however, might want to continue working, especially if their job keeps them fulfilled.

The bottom line is you should feel confident in your decision. It’s easier to keep working than it is to retire only to change your mind later; re-entering the workforce can be difficult.

**…Forget to organize your documents**
Once you’ve decided to start collecting Social Security, you’ll need the right documents. So if you’re unsure where to find things like your Social Security card or birth certificate, you should start looking now. Delaying retirement over paperwork would surely be frustrating.
We’ve got a BIG Plan for You!

It’s good to have a Plan.

Keep your family finances safer and take advantage of smart discounts on financial services and everyday purchases with Plan Checking.
Discover Sprint’s Network Reliability & Cash Rewards

The BENefits of membership keep getting better! Right now, Money One FCU members can enjoy the reliability of Sprint’s network and a **$100 CASH REWARD** for each new line you activate with Sprint®. Plus, get a **$50** loyalty cash reward **every year** for each line.

**Reliability**

You can also enjoy the reliability of Sprint’s network, which now beats T-Mobile and performs within 1% of AT&T & Verizon*. And, a great price for fully featured Unlimited.

**What you get:**

- Members get a **$100** cash reward for **each new line** you activate with Sprint*
- Current Sprint customers receive a **$50** cash reward for **each line** transferred into Sprint Credit Union Member Cash Reward*
- Plus, get a **$50** loyalty cash reward **every year** for **each line***
- Credit union members are eligible for **25% off accessories** with the Sprint Credit Union Member Cash Rewards program

**How you get it:**

1. Become a Sprint customer and mention you’re a credit union member.
2. Register at LoveMyCreditUnion.org/SprintRewards.
3. Allow up to six to eight weeks to see rewards directly deposited into your credit union account.

**Sign up today to discover the cash BENefits you’ll enjoy with Sprint Credit Union Member Cash Rewards!**

*Claim based on Sprint’s analysis of latest Nielsen drive test data for average network reliability (voice & data) in top 106 markets.
*Restrictions apply.
CONTACT INFORMATION

Mail: PO Box 6398
     Largo, MD 20792-6398
Phone: 301-925-4600
Fax: 301-925-9077
Email: Info@MoneyOneFCU.org
Money Line Telephone Transactions (24/7): 301-925-4166
Visa® Customer Service: 800-442-4757
Routing Number: 255077600
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Locate over 60,000 FREE ATMs - click here

CLICK for HOURS, Holiday Closings & Shared Branching locations